
Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum, but with nowhere to go.
‘Government buildings are not really public 

buildings anymore,’ explains de Graaf.
I could hammer on about this, but it would be 

unfair. The Timmerhuis is designed to be appreciated 
at a cityscape scale. It has computer metaphors in 
abundance. Timmerhuis is an out of control city-sized 
game of Tetris, played with 7.2m by 7.2m by 3.6m blocks. 
Its two truss and beam network atriums are like part of a 
real-life Sim City that has run out of money, squares yet to 
be filled in, its facade a set of hyper pixellated images. If 
you don’t know the building is on a trapezoid site behind 
the former, now absorbed, 1953 Stadstimmerhuis office 
from which Rotterdam was rebuilt after the war on its 
two most prominent street elevations, you will struggle 
to understand it. But zoom out from street to tilted 
satellite view and Timmerhuis is a typical Rotterdam 
building. Its energy becomes about something else: 
massive, bold, brave and based on the cumbersome, but 
thrilling, formality of a 1960s masterplanning grid.

‘Because the city is a mess,’ answers de Graaf to how 
OMA’s third building in Rotterdam is representative of 

the city it stands in and the practice’s home town.
‘It was bombed in the war. Then it was 

reconstructed, and then there was a modernist 
reconstruction. Then there was a humanist revision, 
and then a post modernist critique of the humanist 
revision of the reconstruction. Then there was a wave 
of high-rise, then people became sick of high-rise so 
it became a free-for-all. There have been successive 
architectural styles – there is a different thing almost 
every decade. The sum total of that is a medley of many 
styles, of utterly improvised images. This building tries 
to be an echo of that improvised image, rather than the 
imposition of another grand statement.’

But it seems the problems at street level stem from 
the very idea of a grand statement – or frontage. As 
mentioned, the building absorbs a thin L-shaped 1950s 
building to the rear and side – its two most prominent 
elevations. Instead of giving in to the existing elevations 
for the main entrance, the architect changed the 
direction of the building to a ‘front’ that has very little 
presence – but the one that visually is primarily OMA.

‘The beauty about Rotterdam is that it resists vision 
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1 Existing City Hall
2  Existing Post  
 Office building
3  Existing L-shaped 1953  
 office building
4  Entrance forum
5 Entrance to basement  
 car park
6  Atrium
7  Museum of Rotterdam  
 (upcoming)
8 Café
9 Service core
10 WC terrace
11 Office floor
12 Apartments
13 Apartment terrace
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